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PANDORA’S BOX?
Shape | Presentation | Lid

The shape
It should relate to the object(s) in some evocative
way, even if the relationship is purely suggestive.
The form of the container should evoke some
aspect of the object or otherwise celebrate the
object. Abstractions are best. The outside should
evoke a definite feeling of how accessible the
object is inside: smooth, elegant & accessible;
spiky, painful, & forever hidden; enticing, seductive
& forbidden; etc.

Lidded Container
For this assignment, you will construct a

The presentation

secured, lidded container to hold one or more

The lidded container should be appropriate to its
value and function. You should deal wight eh
interior and the exterior in the aspect. you may
want to line the inside of the container with soft
material, for instance, if the the object is delicate or
provide another smaller container within the larger
clay form to hold the actual object.

The Lid

objects that are important personal
possessions. You will also have a short written
statement about your ideas and the lidded
piece ready by the critique. State how the
container relates to the object(s) inside, why
you made wa oyou made, and a brief
evaluation of you r effst-1/2 to one page typed.

You must provide some way of tying, binding,
locking, or otherwise fastening shut the lid, as this
container will hold a valued objet. The can be
done however you like: with string, chain, wire,
leather, bolts, locks, clamps, ribbon, wooden pegs,
etc…as appropriate to the object. However, the
stored object must be removable so that you can
peer at it from time to time. I must apse be able to
see how the lid fits and what the object is, so select
an object that isn’t too embarrassing!

STANDARDS
2.1 Create original works of art of increasing complexity and skill that reflects their feeling/point of view
3.0 Understanding the historical contributions and cultural dimensions of the visual arts
SL5 Strategic use of media in presentation to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, evidence
WHST2 Write Infomative text, including the narration of historical events or technical processes.

